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Abstract
Motivated by the urgent need in green security domains such
as protecting endangered wildlife from poaching and preventing illegal logging, researchers have proposed game theoretic models to optimize patrols conducted by law enforcement agencies. Despite the efforts, online information and
online interactions (e.g., patrollers chasing the poachers by
following their footprints) have been neglected in previous
game models and solutions. Our research aims at providing a
more practical solution for the complex real-world green security problems by empowering security games with deep reinforcement learning. Specifically, we propose a novel game
model which incorporates the vital element of online information and provide a discussion of possible solutions as well
as promising future research directions based on game theory
and deep reinforcement learning.

Introduction and Research Problem
Game theory has become a well-established paradigm for
addressing complex resource allocation and patrolling problems in security and sustainability domains. Models and algorithms have been proposed and studied extensively in the
past decade, forming the area of “security game” (Tambe
2011). More recently, machine learning based models have
been used to predict adversarial behaviors in green security
domains such as wildlife poaching, and game-theoretic solutions built upon the learned behavioral models have been
proposed (Xu et al. 2017; Gholami et al. 2017; Kar et al.
2017).
Despite the efforts, a key element, online information,
has been neglected in previous game models. For example,
a well-trained ranger should be able to use the online information revealed by the traces left by the poacher (e.g.,
footprints, tree marks) to make flexible patrolling decisions
rather than stick to the premeditated patrol routes. Thus there
is no doubt that online information received during the interactions between the players plays an important role in the
decision-making process and how to incorporate such online
information into the solutions remains to be disclosed.
However, incorporating online information into green security games leads to significant complexity, inevitably re∗
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sulting in games with sequential moves and imperfect information. This makes traditional mathematical programmingbased approaches for computing the equilibrium of the game
intractable. On the other hand, reinforcement learning (RL)
(Sutton and Barto 1998) algorithms are designed to exploit
online information. RL employs a goal-oriented learning
scheme where the agent learns to maximize its long-term
cumulative reward by sequentially interacting with the environment. Recently, by employing the modeling power of
deep learning, reinforcement learning has been successfully
used on a wide variety of tasks, including playing the games
of Atari (Mnih et al. 2015) and Go (Silver et al. 2016),
robotic manipulation (Gu et al. 2016) and sequential data
generation (Yu et al. 2017). Furthermore, researchers have
generalized single-agent RL methods to the multi-agent systems where multiple agents coexist and interact with each
other (Busoniu, Babuska, and De Schutter 2008).
Thus in order to provide a more practical solution for the
complex real-world security problems, in this paper we propose a novel game-theoretic model, which incorporates the
vital online information that has been commonly neglected
by literature and provide a discussion of potential algorithms
that combine deep reinforcement learning and game theory
to approximately compute equilibrium strategies in a complicated spatio-temporal setting with online interactions. In
this paper, we illustrate our model and algorithm in the domain of protecting wildlife from poaching but note that the
proposed solutions can be applied to other green security domains such as protecting the forest from illegal logging and
protecting fisheries from overfishing.

Related Work
Stackelberg Security Games (SSGs) have been studied extensively and successfully deployed in various security domains (Tambe 2011; Pita et al. 2008; An et al. 2011;
Fang, Jiang, and Tambe 2013; Fang et al. 2016). Most of
the work in SSGs consider implicitly or explicitly a normalform game represented by payoff matrices, where rows correspond to pure strategies of one player, columns correspond
to pure strategies of the other player, and payoff values in
the matrices represent the utilities for each joint action taken
by the players. Each player tries to maximize their own expected utility by finding a pure or a mixed strategy, i.e., a
probability distribution over the pure strategy set. However,

one player (the attacker) may choose his strategy after observing the other player’s (the defender’s) strategy and try
to best respond to it. When the game is zero-sum, the commonly used solution concepts including Nash Equilibrium,
Minimax, Maximin, and Stackelberg Equilibrium coincide,
and one can use linear programming (Adler 2013), fictitious play (Brown 1951) and regret minimization (Blum and
Monsour 2007) to find the solution. To provide a scalable
solution for such games and represent the optimal strategy
with a small support set (i.e., only a small number of pure
strategies are chosen with non-zero probability), (McMahan, Gordon, and Blum 2003) proposed column/constraint
generation techniques, also known as double oracle algorithm. This algorithm repeatedly computes the equilibrium
strategies of the restricted subgame that only involves a subset of all possible pure strategies for each player, computes
a pure strategy that is the best response to the equilibrium
strategy of the opponent found previously, and add the new
strategies to the restricted game. Double Oracle algorithm is
guaranteed to converge to a Nash equilibrium (NE) in games
with finite actions. However, in the worst case, the algorithm
has to enumerate all pure strategies and solves the original game, such as in Rock-Paper-Scissors. In extensive-form
games such as the ones we propose in this paper, the number
of pure strategies can be huge when converted to a normalform game and optimal solution may need a large support
set that can hardly be represented efficiently. As a natural
generalization to the double oracle algorithm, (Lanctot et al.
2017) proposed policy-space response oracles (PSRO) algorithm, where the pure strategy or action of each player is
generalized to a parametrized policy, and any reinforcement
learning algorithm, such as deep Q-Learning (Mnih et al.
2015), can be used to solve the best response policy in each
iteration. To address the challenge that it can take a very long
time for an RL algorithm to find a good response policy as
much of the basic behavior has to be relearned from scratch,
Lanctot et al. proposed to use deep cognitive hierarchies
(DCH) to approximate PSRO using a parallel and asynchronized learning approach with a fixed number of iterations
being considered, and thus trades away solution quality for
efficiency. This approach loses the convergence guarantee of
Double Oracle algorithm but provides empirically good solutions in two example games. In this paper, we use a similar
framework of PSRO, with concrete implementation for our
proposed security game model.

Spatio-Temporal Security Game with Online
Information
Game Model
As shown in Figure 1, the basic environment of the proposed game is based on a grid world. Each grid represents
a unique geographic area with terrain features φi,j such as
animal density, elevation, slope, etc. For simplicity, in our
game setting, we choose the most representative feature, the
animal density, as φi,j . There are two players (which can be
easily scaled to multiple players for each role) in this game,
i.e., the patroller and the poacher. At the beginning of each
round, the poacher chooses one out of the four corners as the

Figure 1: Illustration of the combat poaching security game
with online information. The red dot and blue dot represent
the poacher and patroller respectively. The red arrows and
blue arrows represent their corresponding footprints. The
color darkness of the square on the lower right corner of
each cell indicates the animal density. The red squares on
the upper left corner of some cells represent the destructive
tools placed by the poachers. Note that each player only has
a local observation, which means they can only observe the
game state for their current grid, rather than the game state
for the whole world.

entry point, and the patroller always starts from the center
grid of the world, i.e., the patrol post. The poacher sets off
with a limited number of destructive tools, i.e., snares, and
tries to use them to catch as many animals as possible, which
will be embodied in the reward structure. At each time step
t, the patroller takes an action selected from its action space
Apa : {up, down, right, left, stand still}; simultaneously, the
poacher takes an action apo
t selected from its action space
Apo : {up, down, right, left, stand still} × {place snare, not
place snare}. Note that since any player can choose to stand
still at any time step, we do not make any assumptions about
the order of entering the world for both players.
As shown in Figure 1, each player will leave traces (i.e.,
footprints) as he moves through an area. These traces can be
used by the player to get a sense of his opponent’s track and
strategy, which also play an important role in the real world.
It is nontrivial for human to explicitly program the optimal
action rule based on the observed traces since in some scenarios simply following the footprints (for the patroller) or
escaping from the footprints (for the poacher) is not the best
strategy. For example, a poacher may not be deterred by the
patroller’s footprint if he knows the animal density in that direction is very high and the patroller may have already left.
Furthermore, it is also unclear what is the best strategy when
multiple footprints exist in the same grid.
In this game, each player has only local observation,
which means they can only observe the game state in the
current grid rather the full game state. In the real world, both
the poacher and patroller typically have a limited view due
to the dense vegetation and complex terrain. We assume the

players have unlimited memory and can keep a record of the
observations since the beginning of each game.
To accurately reflect the goal of the poacher and patroller,
we design the reward structure as follows. Suppose a snare
has been placed in a grid with coordinate (i, j), at each time
step the environment will determine whether or not an animal is caught by that snare based on a function P (φi,j ),
which takes the animal density of that area as input and output the probability of an animal being caught. After catching an animal, the snare will be removed from the system.
Since the poacher tries to catch as many animals as possible by strategically placing the snares, and in the meantime
avoid encountering the patroller, he will receive a positive
po
reward ranimal
when a certain snare catches an animal and
po
a negative reward (i.e., penalty) rcatch
when encountering
the patroller. Since the patroller tries to finding the snares
before they cause any damage and catch the poacher to stop
them from placing more snares, he will receive a positive
pa
reward rcatch
when finding a poacher and a negative repa
ward ranimal when a snare catches an animal. For generality, here we do not require the game to be a zero-sum game
po
pa
po
pa
(rcatch
+ rcatch
= 0, ranimal
+ ranimal
= 0). The game
ends when the patroller successfully find the poacher and all
the snares or the maximum time step has been reached.
A player’s pure strategy or policy in this game (we use
policy and strategy interchangeably in this paper) is a deterministic mapping from his observation and action history
to his action space. His final payoff is the cumulative reward
minus cumulative penalty. A player can employ a mixed policy, which is a probability distribution over the pure strategies.
Most work in security game literature assumes that the
attacker can observe the defender’s mixed policy before
choosing his own policy. However, sometimes the attackers
in green security domains may not be intelligent enough to
adapt to the defender’s strategy. In this paper, we focus on
two extreme cases and discuss the solution approaches for
finding the optimal defender strategy under these settings.
The first case is when the attacker is reactive but not adaptive, i.e., the attacker is not able to adapt to the defender’s
strategy, but instead chooses a fixed heuristic policy only
based on the features of the environment and the online information. In the chosen policy, the attacker may still react
to online information, e.g., the poacher may be deterred by
the footprints of the patroller, but such reaction does not take
into account the defender’s mixed strategy, from which additional information can be derived, e.g., the probability that
the defender will return to an area he has been to before.
In this case, we aim to find the optimal defender strategy
against a known reactive attacker. The second case is the attacker is highly adaptive and best responds to the defender’s
strategy. In this case, the solution concept we use is Strong
Stackelberg Equilibrium (SSE), and we aim to find the defender’s strategy in SSE, which is also the defender’s optimal strategy assuming a best-responding attacker.

Defender Policy Representation
Before discussing the computation of equilibrium strategies
for the players, we first consider how to efficiently represent

a player’s pure or mixed strategies. Given the complexity
of the game, finding the optimal policy is challenging. In
fact, the memory needed for just representing a defender’s
pure strategy in the form of a detailed mapping from full
observation and action history to action grows exponentially
in the size of the game. Thus representing a player’s mixed
strategy in its naive form ( a probability distribution over
the pure strategies) can be intractable. Therefore, instead of
using a naive form, we consider several compact representations of the defender’s pure or mixed strategy using the key
elements of the history and the environment and look for the
defender’s optimal strategy in the restricted space.
Heuristic Rule-Based Policy The first model family of
defender policy we consider is based on heuristic rules. Suppose the current coordinate of the patroller is (m, n) and
the maximum coordinate on the map is (M, N ), then we
can define the
P average animal density for the up direction
1
as (m−1)·N
0≤i<m,0≤j≤N Ai,j , where Ai,j is the animal
density for area with coordinate (i, j). Similarly, we can define the average animal density for all the other directions.
For simplicity, we will use an integer k ∈ {1, . . . , 5} to denote one of the five directions (the fifth “direction” is for the
action “stand still”) and we can get an average animal den5
sity vector A ∈ R+ (A5 is the animal density of the current location). Another important factor that should be taken
into consideration is the observed footprints. We use vectors I ∈ {0, 1}5 and O ∈ {0, 1}5 to represent the footprints
states, where each dimension Ik (or Ok ) is a binary variable,
indicating whether or not there is an entering (or leaving)
footprint from that direction (for the fifth “stand still” direction, I5 = O5 = 0). Now we can define the heuristic
defender policy as
exp(wa · Ak + wi · Ik + wo · Ok )
pa
πpa (apa
t = k|st ) = P
z exp(wa · Az + wi · Iz + wo · Oz )
(1)
where wa , wi and wo are parameters for the average animal
density, enter footprints and leaving footprints respectively.
Deep Neural Network Based Policy The second class of
defender policy is represented by neural networks, and we
will use reinforcement learning to find an empirically optimal strategy. From the perspective of reinforcement learning, at each time step t, the state of the poacher spo
t and
patroller spa
t are comprised by their memory of the opponent’s observed footprints, current position coordinates, the
corresponding terrain information, i.e., animal density and
pa
the normalized game time. The policy πpa (apa
t |st ) and
po po
πpo (at |st ) for the patroller and poacher respectively will
be a mapping from their state space to their action space.
Since the game state has strong spatial patterns, here we
employ a convolutional neural network for implementing the
learning policy, which takes as input a 3-D tensor, with the
same width and height as the grid world and each channel
representing different features. Specifically, the first eight
channels are binary values indicating the existence of each
kind of footprints ({four directions} × {entering or leaving}); the ninth channel is the animal density; the tenth channel is one-of-K encoding, indicating the agent’s current loca-

tion; the eleventh channel is the normalized time step, which
is the same for all grids. In our experiments, the defender
neural network takes a state representation of size 7 × 7 as
input. The first hidden layer is a convolutional layer with
16 filters of size 4 × 4 and strides 1 × 1. The second layer
is a convolutional layer with 32 filters of size 2 × 2 and
strides 2 × 2. Each hidden layer is followed by a relu nonlinear transformation and a max-pooling layer. The output
layer is a fully-connected dense layer which transforms the
hidden representation of the state to the final policy. If the
neural network is an action-value network, then each output dimension represents the Q-value for each action, and
the neural network corresponds to a pure strategy for the defender where the defender takes the action with the highest
Q-value generated by the network, with the given state as
input. If the neural network is a stochastic policy network,
then each output dimension represents the probability of an
pa
action πpa (apa
t |st ), and the neural network corresponds to
a mixed strategy for the defender where the probability of
taking each pure strategy is the joint probability of taking
the chosen action in each time step. While some pure or
mixed defender strategies cannot be captured by the neural network based representation, the strong expressiveness
makes it a memory-efficient alternative. Furthermore, as detailed in later sections, the NN-based representation combined with RL algorithms leads to defender strategies that
perform well empirically. And we expect that the current
feedforward neural network implementation of the policy
can further be strengthed by incorporating recurrent neural networks, such as Long Short-Term Memory networks
(Hausknecht and Stone 2015).

Attacker Policy Representation
Likewise, there are two ways to represent the attacker’s policy. Different from the defender’s policy, the attacker’s policy is two-fold. At each time step, he should decide whether
to put a snare in current location and which direction to
move. For the movement decision, we again use three parameters wa , wi and wo to control different factors. For
the placing snares decision, since a higher animal density
means a higher probability of catching an animal, we define the probability of placing a snare in grid (m, n) as
m,n /τ )
P exp(A
P
exp(Ai,j /τ ) , where τ is a temperature parameter.
i

j

Like the defender’s policy, we can use a similar convolutional neural network structure to represent the attacker’s
strategy. The only difference is that we should change the
output layer since the action space combines both the movement decisions and placing snare decisions.

Finding Optimal Defender Strategy Against
Reactive Attacker
In this section, we consider the case where the attacker is
reactive and find optimal defender strategies in the restricted
defender strategy space with the compact representations.
We focus on the neural network based policy and propose
to use deep reinforcement learning based algorithms to find
the empirical optimal defender strategy against a reactive at-

tacker with known parameters1 .
With deep reinforcement learning, the intelligence of the
agent can evolve through the interactions between the agent
and the environment. Basically, there are two categories of
RL methods, i.e. the value based methods and the policy
based methods. For value based methods, one of the most
effective and efficient methods is Deep Q-Learning (DQN)
(Mnih et al. 2015), which uses an off-policy replay buffer to
keep all the transitions (st , at , rt , st+1 ) and update the Qnetwork as
Q(st , at ) ← rt + γ max
Qtarget (st+1 , a0 )
0
a

(2)

To solve the proposed game, which involves a highly dynamic environment, we employ the double DQN methods
(Van Hasselt, Guez, and Silver 2016) to improve the stability of training:
Q(st , at ) ← rt + γQtarget (st+1 , arg max
Q(st+1 , a0 )) (3)
0
a

For policy based methods, i.e., the stochastic policy representation, we directly optimize the θ-parametrized policy
with the policy gradient theorem (Sutton et al. 2000)
∇θ Eτ [R] = Eτ [

T
X

∇θ log π(at |st , θ) · (Qπ (st , at ) − V π (st ))]

t=0

= Eτ [

T
X

∇θ log π(at |st , θ) · Aπ (st , at )]

(4)

t=0

where the advantage function Aπ (st , at ) can either be approximated by Monte Carlo methods or neural networks. In
our experiments, for a lower variance, we use a neural network to approximate the state-value function V π (s), and use
r(st , at ) + V π (st+1 ) − V π (st ) as an unbiased estimation of
the advantage function Aπ (st , at ), i.e. the actor-critic algorithm (Konda and Tsitsiklis 2000).

Experiments and Discussions
In this section, we will discuss some initial experiment results. First, we want to examine the effectiveness of different defender policies against a reactive heuristic rule-based
attacker policy. In the first set of experiments, the patroller
is implemented with heuristic rules, policy gradient methods and deep Q-learning and fight against a fixed heuristic
poacher, whose parameters wa , wi and wo are set based on
suggestions from domain experts.
In the experiments, we observe that with a granularity
of 0.1 and searching range from -5 to +5, searching optimal parameters for heuristic methods requires lots of simulations and can be very time-consuming. On the contrary,
DQN methods can find the optimal strategy very quickly
and efficiently, through the interactions between the agent
and environment. The expected utility for the heuristic patroller with grid search for the optimal parameters is 2.97
and for the DQN-based patroller is 7.23, from which we can
1

For heuristic rule-based policy, we simply use grid search to
find the parameters of the empirically optimal defender strategy in
the restricted space.

(a) At timestep 22

(b) At timestep 23

Figure 2: Screenshots of the game, where the poacher strategy is heuristic rule based and the patroller strategy is DQN
based.
tell that when faced with a non-adaptive opponent, DQN
methods can effectively find a strategy that performs very
well. But when we train a DQN-based poacher against a
fixed DQN-based patroller, we observe that the DQN-based
patroller can easily be exploited by an adaptive opponent.
This is because a DQN policy is a deterministic policy since
given a certain state, we always choose the action with the
maximum Q-value. In a security game, any pure strategy can
be easily exploited by the opponent, which reveals the challenge of the proposed game. Then a natural solution should
be that instead of learning an action-value function and taking actions greedily, we can directly optimize a stochastic
policy. However, in our experiments, we find that in such a
highly dynamic game with imperfect information, it is very
difficult to effectively train a stochastic policy with policy
gradient methods. One possible reason is that different from
the traditional RL problems, in this game the state is only
a very limited local observation and it is not informative
enough to learn the optimal action distribution. Before seeing any footprints, we require the agent to perform a long
sequence of random guesses and as shown in Figure 2, what

makes DQN patroller so effective is that DQN-based patroller learns to sweep around the border until he finds any
footprints to follow. While for the policy gradient methods,
the optimal action distribution for any state without footprints is observed to be close to a random uniform distribution. In other words, PG methods learn an average of all
possible sweeping routes, and as a result, it will be not quite
effective in such a dynamic imperfect information game.
We further investigate how to find the optimal defender
strategy in a Stackelberg setting, i.e., when the attacker is
adaptive and best responds to the defender’s mixed strategy.
When the game is zero-sum (or fixed-sum), the SSE strategy
is also the NE strategy for the defender. One possible way of
computing NE in such a game is using Double Oracle algorithm (McMahan, Gordon, and Blum 2003; Jain et al. 2011;
Jain, Conitzer, and Tambe 2013). Based on the above experiment, we know that deep Q-learning is good at approximating the best response strategy given a fixed opponent,
meaning that it can serve as the key building block for the
Double Oracle algorithm. Specifically, we can start with a
small number of pure strategies for both players. At each iteration, we first get the payoff matrix for current pure strategies with simulations and compute the Nash Equilibrium for
the current game matrix. Then we fix the mixed strategy for
one player and compute the best response strategy of another player with deep Q-learning. After getting a new best
response policy for each player, we evaluate the value of the
new payoff matrix and repeat the procedure until convergence. In our proposed game model, the game may not be
zero-sum, but the two players’ payoffs are negatively correlated. Despite the lack of theoretical guarantee, we adopt the
DO framework, start with one pure strategy for each player
represented by a randomly initialized DQN, and then use
our proposed deep Q-learning approach to approximate the
best response strategy for each player. We test the expected
utility of the defender’s strategy we got from the framework
against a best-responding attacker experimentally. Table 1
shows the preliminary results. The second and third column
shows the expected utility for the defender and attacker respectively, where the defender uses the NE strategy computed in the restricted game and the attacker uses the best
response strategy against the defender’s strategy (approximated by a trained DQN policy). The first observation is that
the best defender strategy of the first four iterations is found
in iteration 3, as measured by the value in the second column, and the solution quality is much higher than the first
iteration where the defender is using a random DQN policy. This means using double oracle with deep Q-learning
can be a promising way to find a good mixed strategy for
the defender for such a complex game setting. Our second
observation is that double oracle has not converged within
four iterations as expected. In fact, the values fluctuate a lot,
leading to the concern that limiting the number of iterations
in Double Oracle to be small may be problematic.

Future Research Directions
Since training a best response DQN policy against the new
opponent is often time-consuming, we can only run double
oracle algorithm for a few iterations given limited computa-

Table 1: Preliminary results of double oracle algorithm combined with Deep Q-learning. The Expected Utilities (EU) in
the table are the simulation results when the defender uses
the NE strategy computed in the restricted game, and the attacker uses the best response strategy against the defender’s
strategy (approximated by a trained DQN policy).
Iteration k
1
2
3
4

Defender EU
-5.8775
-4.3308
-1.8848
-3.7824

Attacker EU
5.9038
5.1455
2.6240
3.9441

tion resources and training time. Even with the DCH framework proposed by Lanctot et al., the limited number of iterations still present as a major bottleneck. This is one major
challenge for future research.
Also, we argue that the key online information and timing
aspects should not be neglected by the security game community. Integrating deep reinforcement learning with classical game-theoretic approaches can be a promising way
of finding solutions to such complex problems. Alternative
frameworks need to be proposed to find SSEs instead of NEs
efficiently when the game is not near zero-sum.
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